Solutions.AI for Processing
Change core business processes
and elevate the workforce with
AI automation.
Pre-built for multiple industries including:
Health

Public Service

Software + Platforms

Insurance

Banking

Utilities

Real client results

“Organizations that reimagine the
human and AI relationship—
rather than replace people
with machines—
can improve
operations by 10x,
not just 10%.”

2-3x

increase in workforce productivity

30-50%

reduction in processing costs

Cyrille Bataller,
Solutions.AI for
Processing Lead

+25-50%

accuracy improvement

Human and machine in harmony
40% of companies are reporting talent shortages that are impacting their ability to adapt and innovate.
At the same time, the global pandemic has increased paperwork volume and process complexity by
10-100x. There has never been a better time to explore how AI can extend the human workforce. Those
who strategically apply AI-powered automation can increase productivity, save time and enhance
employee and customer experience.

Solution features
Delivering AI-powered processing with speed, flexibility and innovation
23 Patents, 16 Pending Patents, 14+ Languages
Process Discovery to identify opportunities to simplify,
standardize and automate as-is business processes
through data-driven discovery.
Robotic Process Automation to employ AI bots to
automate business processes, tackling highly repetitive
tasks quickly and accurately.
Document Automation to process structured, semistructured and unstructured documents for fast and
accurate data extraction and routing.
Image Automation to provide real-time alerts and
insights through accurate analysis of satellite, aerial or
other imagery, and video content.

Image automation applied to satellite imagery identifies and flags
outliers that need human intervention.

3 ways AI-powered automation
delivers immediate value

Image processing
Analyze high volumes of image
or video content to monitor
assets across locations, assess
potential risk, and prioritize cases
for human intervention.

Let’s
talk

Email or claims processing
Understand and route customer
or employee emails or claims
(across multiple languages), to
the right support channel in an
organization, enabling faster
response, improved accuracy
and increased user satisfaction.

Visual process discovery
and process automation
Automate responses to common
customer requests from social
media and communications
channels, whilst leaving more
specialized responses to the
human workforce.
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